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Dear Great Lakes Grazer, 

 

 Let the Grazing Begin!  Grass is green and across the Great State of Michigan grazing animals are, or 

will shortly be turned out to pasture.  Much is written about when to officially turn the herd or flock out on 

pasture for example “when the Growing Degree Days base 32 F accumulation as of March 1 reaches 500 

units” or “when the cool season grass plants produce 3 leaves” or “when dandelion blossoms start appearing in 

pastures”.  These and many other guidelines can be used as predictors for when to start but of course should 

not be considered absolutes.   For example it appears we have had an earlier than normal spring and in the 

Northern Lower Peninsula the growing degrees units went over the 500 mark around April 28.  Also some  

orchard grass plants are showing their third leaf so maybe grazing can commence a little earlier this spring.  

But there is so much more to be considered before you swing the gate open.  The veteran grazers will know 

these guidelines but let me bore them for the sake of the beginners that may be reading this: 

1. Is the soil moisture and thus the sod dry enough to not cause excessive hoof damage – hopefully you 

have the low, wet paddocks fenced out for later grazing in drier weather but there is little sense to de-

stroy sod even on the drier paddocks by starting too soon, especially in a year like this when many 

farms are carrying over significant quantities of winter feed. 

2. Is the average pasture plant ready for grazing;  have the leaves grown enough to convert solar energy 

into plant root reserves and replenished those lower winter levels?  North Dakota research suggests that 

beginning to graze pasture too early in the spring can reduce plant vigor and thus may reduce total  

pasture production for the year by 50% or more!  Normally we recommend that average pasture height 

be 8” in the summer before it is grazed.  For 1st turn in of the spring we strategize that turning in a little 

sooner than this is justified, say maybe 6” because in the upcoming explosive growth period of May  

15 – June 15, if you do not start grazing a little early 

on good productive pastures the grazing herd will 

have a hard time keeping up and over mature pasture 

forage will be the result. 

3. Does your schedule over the next 2-3 days provide 

you a little more time to shepherd the flock or herd?    

If animals are going to get out, bloat, or do something 

else to demand your immediate attention, usually 
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      it will happen within the first 2-3 days of turn out to a new pasture.  Young, new born animals        

especially are on a big learning curve when turned into their first new pasture.  Time your turn out        

accordingly so your schedule allows you to be around.   

4. If any paddock or fields were stockpiled or rested longer last fall try to graze them first as the plants 

should have more vigor and root reserves than ones grazed late in the fall.  Try to avoid always    

grazing the same field first in the spring.  Topography and wet conditions described in #1 may make 

this impossible, but doing so will weaken that first stand from the annual early season pressure, and it 

may lead to more weed production in the fields that are always grazed later. 

5. To keep grazing livestock safe and healthy fill them up on hay or other fibrous feeds in the morning 

and turn them out during the early afternoon.  Hungry animals will over-consume pasture on the first 

day which can lead to bloat and/or other problems.  And letting the dew burn off the pasture by not 

turning out till the afternoon makes the forage slightly drier causing the ruminant animal to produce 

more saliva which naturally buffers the rumen acids reducing the risks of bloat and acidosis. 

 

Spring pasture turn out timing is not rocket science.  Get the fences in good repair, the watering     

system in tip top shape and the livestock’s belly full of feed before you open the gate for the first time 

and you will be off to a good start.  Graze on! 

 

 

 

       Jerry Lindquist 

       MSU Extension Grazing Educator 
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  Hot Topics for the 2016 Grazing Season 

Every year is different with new market conditions and weather events.   Below are some of the hot topics that 

have received a lot of attention in my office in the last few months.   

 

 Mud    If you have cattle, you predictably have at least 

two muddy seasons a year - early spring and late fall.  

These events always seem to take you the edge of      

saying “before next year we will do something about 

this” but then the weather quickly changes and either 

freezes up or dries out causing you to forget about it for 

another 5 – 6 months.  Both springs of 2015 and 2016 

seemed to be worse than normal for many   Michigan 

farms causing heavy use areas for cattle and tractor travel 

to turn to quagmires.   Research shows that mud coated 

feedlot cattle consume less feed, have lower weight 

gains, and require more feed per pound of gain during cold times of the year.   Even for the cow/calf 

herd, mud can decrease cow body conditions leading to potentially poorer breeding seasons, can cause 

foot rot, and can lead to sick calves to name just a few problems.  It can also lead to frost bite and other 

injuries to breeding stock which we believe we have seen this year (see next paragraph).  If you said 

this summer will be the one to reduce future mud on your farm read on.  Mud can be reduced a number 

of ways.  Some improvements like concrete and roofed structures may be cost prohibitive.   Earthen 

mounds like what are used in feedlots can be built for cow/calf operations and can be a lower cost    

alternative.  These shaped mounds are 10 – 18’ high usually 55 – 90’ wide providing a slope of 1 foot 

of fall for every 5 foot of width.  You can make them as long as you need them to provide 20 – 25     

sq. ft. of area per head.  For complete mound construction details go to 

http://gpvec.unl.edu/mud/Enviro-FeedlotMounds-ISU%2010525.pdf .   Another very popular, lower 

cost choice is stone over top of geotextile fabric material.  In muddy lots, lanes, watering areas and  

other high use locations the non-rotting geo textile material prevents stone from being pushed down 

into the subsoil where it is lost.  Its price is about half the price of concrete, with a useful life of          

20 – 30 years with some maintenance required including manure scraping and some stone replacement.  

A great advantage it has over concrete is that rainfall still penetrates 

the stone and textile mat.  Whereas concrete being impervious often 

has a mud hole where the concrete ends and rain runs off, geotextile 

does not cause this wet hole at its end (at least not because of water 

run-off).  For more information on the use of geotextile and stone 

for cattle areas go to http://learningstore.uwex.edu/Lanes-That-

Keep-Dairy-Animals-High-and-Dry-P1390.aspx  or contact Jerry 

Lindquist at 231-832-6139 or lindquis@msu.edu.   

  

 

http://gpvec.unl.edu/mud/Enviro-FeedlotMounds-ISU%2010525.pdf
http://learningstore.uwex.edu/Lanes-That-Keep-Dairy-Animals-High-and-Dry-P1390.aspx
http://learningstore.uwex.edu/Lanes-That-Keep-Dairy-Animals-High-and-Dry-P1390.aspx
mailto:lindquis@msu.edu
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Bull Fertility May Be Down – Is Mud the Cause?    Preliminary testing of Michigan beef bulls by 

the MSU Beef Team and the MSU Vet Clinic is indicating  that a larger than normal percentage of 

bulls are showing subpar fertility this spring.   Testing continues in the U.P. but thus far almost 35% of 

bulls tested in the Lower Peninsula are deferred and recommended to be tested again before the      

breeding season begins.  There can be many causes for low fertility including infections, yearling bulls 

not yet reaching puberty, poor nutrition, etc. but this year a number are showing frost bite/winter injury 

symptoms.  Scrotal scabbing is an indication of frost injury that can cause lower sperm quality.  The 

muddy milder winter may have actually been worse for wintering bulls if they got mud covered and 

then had temps drop to near zero.  The previous two winters were so cold that mud could not be found 

in the middle of the winter but 2016 was warmer.  Some of these bulls will recover and breed OK.  

Others will be subpar depending upon when they are breeding, and some will remain in-fertile.  Only 

later testing or actual cow exposure will tell.  They still will go through all the motions of  mounting 

but conception will be lacking.  What to do if you did not get your bull tested?  Don’t panic as each 

year almost 80% of the bulls in Michigan are fertile by the time breeding season rolls around.  If you 

expose your cows to two or more bulls your odds are even better that one of the two will eventually get 

most of the cows breed.  But if you only run one bull with a group of cows and if your bulls winter lot 

is outside and things got muddy this winter talk to your Veterinarian.  Determine if a breeding      

soundness exam is still possible in your area.  At the very least, something you should always do is  

observe and record the first few days of breeding.  Write down cows that the bull is mounting and if 

there is more than one bull in the herd, which bull it is.   Then observe those same cows 18 – 21 days 

later at least in the morning and night for 20 minutes or longer to determine if any are cycling back into 

heat.  If over 25% are returning to heat you have a problem and may need a back- up bull or alternative 

breeding plan asap.  Talk to an MSU Beef Team member or your Veterinarian for more information. 

 

Multi Specie Cover Crop Mixes  For two falls in a row, these multi specie annual crop mixes have 

worked very well for extending the fall grazing season.  Many farms that are utilizing these 5 – 10 way 

mixes of oats, radishes, turnips, clover, etc., are saving $0.50 - $0.90 per cow per day when grazing 

them versus feeding hay in the late fall.  They also are seeing some improved crop yields on grain    

production the next summer in the same fall grazed fields.  If you raise wheat, oats or other small 

grains on your farm you are missing the boat if you do not try grazing a multi specie mix in the fall.  If 

you ever renovate a hayfield or pasture you also need to try one of these mixes the fall before you seed 

the new field.   For more info go to http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/

pasture_walk_in_osceola_county_to_view_grazing_fall_cover_crop_mixes  or contact Jerry Lindquist. 

 

Cattle Safety   The reports of three farm deaths caused by  cattle in last six months in the U.S.         

reinforces the message of being very cautious anytime when working around animals that weigh 6 – 13 

times more than we do.    Two of these deaths occurred in Michigan.  One was a 71 hired man trying to 

chase a loose beef bull back inside the fence and the other was a 60 old experienced dairy farm worker 

helping to load out a dairy bull onto a livestock trailer.  The third was a 75 year old Oklahoma rancher 

assisting a cow with a difficult birth.  He was using obstetric chains to pull the calf and did not have the 

cow restrained as she was lying down.   The cow got up and as she did, he became tangled in the  

 

 

http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/pasture_walk_in_osceola_county_to_view_grazing_fall_cover_crop_mixes
http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/pasture_walk_in_osceola_county_to_view_grazing_fall_cover_crop_mixes
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chains and was dragged to death. I know of another Michigan beef farmer this winter that was tossed 

over a corral fence by a beef bull as they were trying to load the bull on a trailer.  He suffered no   

serious injuries and was lucky!  There are no easy solutions.  Having solid working facilities, fences 

and corrals is the best way to manage cattle without having to be a rodeo clown.  Keeping a well   

secured gate or fence between you and the animal must be done whenever possible.  Never work 

bulls by yourself!  There is safety and wisdom in numbers.  Maybe a better idea for handling them 

can be devise with another set of eyes and at the very least, if you are attacked there is someone there 

to  distract the charging animal from you and to call 911 if you are seriously injured.  The pet bull is 

the most dangerous.  Some bottle fed, pasture grained, back rubbed bulls have killed their owners 

and are some of the most dangerous according to Dr. Temple 

Grandin, one of the leading authorities on cattle behavior in 

the world.  It is because we get too close to them too often.  

The bull separated from its herd mates is a paranoid animal 

and this can make it aggressive.  Load out time onto a trailer 

and separating from the cow herd at the end of the breeding 

season are times to be extremely cautious.  Loading a few 

other cattle to be culled with the bull can be a helpful      

strategy.  Also catching the bull in the load out pen by       

appealing to his appetite for food is a much more natural 

strategy than  attempting to herd him in.  And it is not just the 

old, ornery bull that is dangerous.  Years ago an experienced 

dairy farmer in my hometown was killed at load out by a 

yearling Holstein bull that weighed just 1,300 lbs.   “Good”    

cattle dogs can also work.  Check with livestock truckers to 

see if they have any or know of any cattle dogs that can be 

hired (good ones will be priceless).  But still it will take good 

fences and corrals with a cattle dog to keep the bull from   

going through the fence.  Dairy farms with caged skid steers 

and rubber mounted scrapper tires on the front end have found these units to be a safer way to move 

and separate bulls on dairy farms.  Getting out of the way of a charging animal is difficult even for 

the very fleet of foot – it happens too quickly.  But it is extremely difficult for the aged farmer and 

we see many of the injuries and deaths occur to those over 60 years of age.  If you must work cattle 

and are not as fast and nimble as you once were using machinery like tractors, trucks, and skid steers, 

etc. can be a safer method.  A dent in the door is much easier to fix than one in your head!  A few 

local beef farm have started using a calf catch cage mounted on the side of an ATV to catch new 

born calves for processing.   They say it works surprisingly well to exclude the cow from the process.  

Bottom-line, think safety and plan ahead.  The MSU Beef Team has handling system and corral    

design options to make your job safer.  You are not getting younger so take some steps so you keep  

getting older! 
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2016 Summer Grazing Events 

Mark your calendar for these upcoming grazing events.  Some of the latter events are still in 

the planning stages so watch for future details. 

 

Pasture Walk at Grand Traverse Land Conservancy Farm,  August 9, 2016,  6:30 – 9:00 P.M.,  11593 

N Manistee County Line Rd, Benzonia, MI.  See the beginning improvements of managed rotational      

grazing, winter bale grazing and more on a grass-fed beef Belted Galloway cattle Farm. Call Jerry Lindquist 

at 231-832-6139 for details. 

 

Field Day at MSU Lake City AgBioResearch Center, August 13, 2016.  9:00 A.M. – 3:00 P.M.         

Grass-fed beef production update with an emphasis on fencing technologies and baleage production       

techniques including equipment demonstrations.  Call Jerry Lindquist for more details. 

 

MSU Grazing School at MSU BioAgResearch Centers at KBS, Lake City and at Bay Mills Communi-

ty  College Waishkey Bay Farm in the Upper Peninsula,  Sept. 22 & 23, 2016.  Registration details will 

be out in June.   

Mid Michigan Cattle Network Pasture Walk at Steve Gardner Farm Thursday, June 16, 2016,  

6:00 – 9:00 P.M.  3490 Gardner Rd., Roscommon, MI.  48653.  Highlights include grass-fed beef         

production, managed intensive grazing utilization with pasture irrigation, cover crops, baleage,                 

Simmental/Black Angus cow herd, video cameras in calving barn and much more.  Contact Kable      

Thurlow at 989-426-7741 for details. 

  

Hillsdale County Grazing & Pasture Field Day   Saturday, June 25th 9:00am - 5:00pm 

 Greener Grass Farms, 10240 Youngs Road Quincy, MI 49082.  Greener Grass Farms will host the second 

annual Hillsdale County Grazing and Pasture Field Day on Saturday, June 25th from 9:00am to 5:00pm. 

Registration will begin at 8:30am, with farm tours and breakout sessions beginning at 9:30am sharp.  Main 

topics will include Improving Soil Health, Regulations and Resources for Direct Marketing Meat, Grazing 

in Hillsdale County, and Economics of Grazing.  A cook-out style lunch, refreshments and desert is      

included for this all day event!  Registration is $20 each, and 16 years and under are free. Registration 

must be completed and returned to the Hillsdale Conservation District no later than Friday, June 10th at 

the office, by mail or online with the registration form below. Cash, Check, and all major Credit Cards  

accepted.  For more information, please contact the District at (517) 849-9890 Ext. 3 or go to 

www.hillsdale.org 
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